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1. Introduction  
In these days digital signal processing has become an indispensable part of many scientific 
and technical fields, such as telecommunications, robotics, biomedical engineering and biology 
among many others. Despite that all signals in nature are in analogue form, the computers 
gave us the opportunity to think about better form of processing, by converting the analogue 
signals to digital using analogue-to-digital converters and subsequently processed them on 
computers or signal processors. Digital signal processing is science that deals with mathematical 
methods for signal restoration, reinterpretation, enhancement and compression. It does not deal 
with how to understand the content of signals. For example, in speech processing, the signals 
can be processed to reduce the noise or to reduce the transmission speed. The methods and 
techniques used for understanding the signal content are a part of artificial intelligence science 
and its subtasks called machine learning and pattern recognition. If we go back to the example 
mentioned above regarding speech signals, the combination of digital signal processing and 
machine learning techniques can result in identifying several components, such as speaker’s 
identity, gender, age and emotional state. Speech communication as the most natural way of 
inter-human understanding and interaction was not left uninvestigated from the engineers’ 
side. This topic has been a target for research in the last few decades and a joint effort has 
been made from engineers, phoneticians and psychologists with the aim to better understand 
the nature of humans’ speech.  
Emotion can be defined as a conscious experience characterized by physiological expression, 
mental states and biological reactions. Picard in her outstanding book on affective computing 
[Pic00] mentioned that the vast majority of theories on emotions can be examined in terms of 
two main components: 1- emotions are cognitive emphasizing their mental component and 2- 
emotions are physical, emphasizing their bodily component. Whereas the cognitive component 
focuses on understanding situations that evoke emotions, the physical component deals with 
the physiological response that occurs when expressing emotional states.  
The emotional state of a speaker can dramatically change the meaning of the speech 
content, for example, saying sentence “you came early today” in a sarcastic way completely 
change the meaning of this sentence, and gives the listener information that the speaker is not 
satisfied. The importance of human emotions can be proven by the fact that emotions in speech 
can be recognized by young children even before they can understand the speech content itself. 
A very important utilization for vocal emotion recognition can be found in call centers, 
which are centralized organizations aiming to receive or transmit a big amount of requests by 
telephone. The aim of call centers is to handle phone orders, customer support, emergency 
services and telemarketing. The call centers have become a very important part of world 
economy especially in the past 10 years. In 2001, around 3% of labor force in The US and 
Canada has been working at a call center [AL05]. The analysis of telephone conversations in 
call centers is gaining importance since the companies working in this field figured out that the 
evaluation of performance of operators in such companies is crucial as well as the clients’ 
feedback. However, it is very hard to manually evaluate the quality of services provided, or to 
assess the agents’ performance. For example, if a company has 20 operators working daily for 7 
hours and 5 days per week, then the phone calls recorded throughout one month make about 
2800 hours. Obviously, it is impossible to manually check all these phone calls in order to make 
a reliable image about agents’ performance or to assess the quality of services. In the light of 
mentioned above, it appears evident that a kind of automatic analysis telephone records is 
indispensable for phone-marketing and all subjects that involve costumer support services in 
their structure. 
The thesis aims can be summarized as follows 
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• Propose new approaches for vocal emotion recognition from acted speech databases by 
means of complex classification architectures. 
• Exhaustive analysis of a big set of speech features that might be used for vocal emotion 
recognition.     
• Design autonomous system for emotion recognition from spontaneous speech.  
• Propose a method for mapping outputs of discrete systems for vocal emotion 
recognition into continuous two-dimensional space 
• Study the influence speaker’s emotional state on the performance of gender recognition.  
• Propose a method for automatic identification of successful phone calls in call center by 
means of dialogue features. 
 
2. Emotion recognition from acted speech 
 
2.1 Emotion recognition using BDES  
The method described in this section was proposed in [AE08]. The aim was to find a new 
approach to improve the classification in comparison with the most recent reported work on 
BDES [LY07] in that time. The proposed approach works in two steps and employs features 
extracted on both segmental and suprasegmental level.  
2.1.1 Database description 
Berlin database of emotional speech (BDES) was developed at the Institute of 
Communication Science of the Technical University of Berlin [Bur+05]. The recordings were 
made in an anechoic room by 10 speakers (5 males and 5 females), who produced 10 German 
utterances in 7 different emotional states: angry, happy, feared, sad, disgusted, bored and 
neutral. Based on perception tests performed by 20 native listeners carried out to ensure the 
emotional quality and naturalness, 535 utterances with a recognition rate better than 80% and 
naturalness better than 60% were left out. 
2.1.2 Feature extraction and selection 
Four perceptual spectral features and their first and second differences were employed in 
this experiment. These features are MFCC, MELBS, PLP1 and PLP2. These features were 
extracted on segmental level from frames 250ms long with a 50% of overlap. This choice takes 
into account the results of several trial and error processes made evaluating the classifier 
performance on frame lengths ranging from 20 to 500ms, where the best classification rate was 
obtained for a frame length of 250ms. 
2.1.3 Classifier selection 
• GMM with one Gaussian function and a diagonal matrix for each state (emotion). 
• FFBP-ANN with three layers, one input layer with 30 neurons, one hidden layer with 
30 neurons and one output layer with 6 neurons. According to [Hua+01] this 
architecture meets the minimum requirements for the classification task under 
examination.  
• k-NN, The number of nearest neighbours (k) was set to 5 based on trial-error process. 
By using segmental features reported in the previous section, the GMM classifier 
outperformed the other classifiers and hence it was selected for further experiments. The 
results achieved for different classifiers and feature extraction schemes are illustrated in 
Figure 2.1. 
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Figure 2.1: Classification accuracy for different classifiers and feature extraction schemes for BDES 
database. 
Figure 2.2 displays the mean classification rates (averaged over the six emotions under 
examination) obtained using the encoding procedures and the GMM classifier discussed above 
(bars 1 up to 13). The best result (63%) was obtained through a combination of PLP, ∆PLP, 
PCBF and ∆∆MELB coefficients. The features included in this combination were identified 
using the Sequential Floating Forward Selection (SFFS) algorithm. 
 
The details of the obtained results are displayed by the confusion matrix in Table 2.1. It 
can be noticed that satisfying classification rates are obtained only for anger (92%) and sadness 
(76%) emotional states. It can also be noticed that happiness emotional state is highly confused 
with an anger one, as well as a bored emotional state is confused with a neutral one. The high 
confusion between specific couple of emotional states suggests the need for a further processing 
and classifying step which should provide a way to overcome such problems. Moreover, since 
the GMM output is a likelihood valued, it should make sense to take into account couples of 
emotional states that have obtained from the first classifying step the highest likelihoods. 
 
 
 
 
 
13- PLP&∆PLP&PCBF&∆∆MELBS 
12- PLP 
11- MELBS 
10- ∆∆MELBS 
9-PCBF 
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5- ∆MFCC 
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1-∆∆PLP 
 
Figure 2.2: Mean classification rates for different perceptual features. 
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Table 2.1: Confusion matrix obtained within the first step (average classification rate: 63%) 
 Anger Boredom Fear Happiness Sadness Neutral 
Anger 76 0 12 12 0 0 
Boredom 0 52 4 0 4 40 
Fear 8 4 64 20 0 4 
Happiness 46 0 0 54 0 0 
Sadness 0 4 0 0 92 4 
Neutral 0 52 4 0 4 40 
 
At the light of the above considerations, the second step considers only the two emotions 
that obtained the highest likelihoods scores within the first step in order to discriminate among 
them. The idea of choosing two emotions from the first step and not only one can be explained 
on a simple example: suppose that Bob (the first step of the approach) asked to guess the 
winner of a tournament which includes for instance six teams. Bob believe that there are two 
favorites which can win the competition and these two teams are almost equally strong; thus 
he will have a problem to determine which team will win the tournament, but he is almost sure 
that the winner will be one of these two strong teams. In this case he can ask someone (the 
second step of the approach) who better knows these teams to decide the winner. In the case at 
the hand, if it is assumed that the input emotion is classified correctly if it has the highest 
likelihood or second highest likelihood score, then, the mean classification rate will be about 
94%. 
 
2.1.4 Feature extraction within the second step 
 
In the second step new feature extraction techniques were applied to the emotional speech 
utterances in order to identify for each couple of emotions a unique set of acoustic emotional 
features capable of discriminating between them. To this aim, prosodic and voice quality 
features including pitch, energy, zero crossing rate and harmonicity. These features were 
extracted from speech frames 125 ms long with a 50% of overlap. In this further processing 
step, the frame length was reduced in order to obtain acoustic vectors described by more 
prosodic and voice quality details. A total of 72 high-level features were obtained, those that 
revealed to be relevant in the discrimination of the 15 couples of emotional states under 
examination. The cross-emotion classification rates between each couple are reported in Table 
2.2. 
 
Table 2.2: Cross-emotion recognition within second classification step (average classification rate: 95.7 
%). 
 
 Anger Boredom Fear Happiness Sadness Neutral 
Anger --- 100 96 96 100 100 
Boredom 100 --- 96 100 96 90 
Fear 88 92 --- 88 92 96 
Happiness 80 100 96 --- 100 100 
Sadness 100 96 96 100 --- 92 
Neutral 100 88 96 100 96 --- 
 
Combining the two processing steps by considering the couple of emotions with the highest 
likelihoods in the first step as an input of the second step, the final confusion matrix obtained 
is shown in Table 2.3. Figure 2.3 illustrates the mechanism of the introduced approach on an 
example. It is worth to note that, even though at the output of the first step, the neutral 
emotional state obtained a highest likelihood score, boredom (which was the emotional state in 
input), was correctly classified as output of the second step. 
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Table 2.3: The final confusion matrix for BDES (average classification rate: 80.7%). 
 Anger Boredom Fear Happiness Sadness Neutral 
Anger 80  0 8 12 0 0 
Boredom 0 80  4 8 0 8 
Fear 8 0 76  12 0 4 
Happiness 24 0 0 76  0 0 
Sadness 0 4 0 0 92  4 
Neutral 0 12 4 0 4 80  
 
 
 
Figure 2.3: An example of automatic vocal emotion recognition performed by “six by two approach”. 
 
2.1.5 Summary 
This section proposed a new approach for automatic speaker-independent vocal emotion 
recognition. The main idea is in the splitting of the recognition task into two steps. The first 
step implements a coarse encoding and classification of the six emotional states under 
examination in order to identify among them the couple with the highest likelihoods. For this 
step, segmental-based representation of features were used and the features extracted were 
combined in order to obtain acoustic vectors best descriptive of emotional states. The second 
steps re-encode, through a set of prosodic and voice quality suprasegmental features, the 
emotional states that obtained the highest likelihood scores in the first step. The average 
classification rate obtained (80.7 %) by the proposed approach was better than the result 
(74.5%) reported by the most recent work of Lugger &Yang on speaker-independent 
recognition of emotional vocal expressions.  
 
 
2.2 Emotion recognition using CDES  
 
2.2.1 Database description 
COAST 2102 database of Emotional Speech (CDES) [ERM09] contains data based on 
extracts from Italian movies whose protagonists were carefully chosen among actors and 
actresses that are largely acknowledged by the critique and considered capable of giving some 
very real and careful interpretations. The database consists of audio stimuli representing 6 
basic emotional states: happiness, sarcasm/irony, fear, anger, surprise, and sadness [Ekm92].  
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2.2.2 Feature extraction  
As it was mentioned in chapter 5, features usually used to recognize emotional vocal 
expressions can be divided into three main groups: prosodic features, voice quality features and 
spectral features.  In the present approach the prosodic and voice quality features were 
extracted on suprasegmental level whereas the spectral features were extracted on segments 
level. The following prosodic and voice quality features were considered: Fundamental 
frequency, temporal energy, Formants frequencies, formants bandwidths and harmonicity. 
Beside the original waveforms of mentioned features, their first and second differences were also 
taken into account. In summary a total number of 225 sprasegmental (high-level) including 
mean, maximum, minimum, slope, standard deviation and other statistical measurements 
measured in speech frames 125 ms long with 50% of overlap were considered. Regarding 
segmental features, the following perceptual spectral features were extracted from each frame: 
MFCC, PLP4, and MELBS. 
 
2.2.3 Feature reduction 
Feature extraction could be carried out either on frame (segmental) or utterance 
(suprasegmental) level. On the frame level, each frame is considered as a single input training 
pattern. The classification (decision making) process is then applied on each frame separately. 
The final decision about the utterance emotion is taken then for instance, according to the 
appearance of each class (emotion) in the obtained result.  
If each utterance is considered as a single input pattern in the classification process, it 
should be taken into account the different number of segments obtained from each utterance, 
that yields feature vectors with various lengths after the concatenation of the spectral 
characteristics (such as MFCC) extracted from the frames of each utterance under 
examination. A possible solution to this inconvenient is to zero padding in order to have 
vectors of the same length. However, this solution didn’t give satisfying results in terms of 
classification accuracy.  A better way to handle the problem would be to use feature space 
reduction techniques such as Vector Quantization algorithms like k-means or Principal 
Component Analysis (PCA). In the present approach a relatively simple space reduction 
method is proposed based on spectral vector averaging that had provided better results than 
PCA or k-means on the data under examination. The principle of the proposed space reduction 
approach called Temporal Mean Vector (TMV) is shown in Figure 2.4 and is applied according 
to the following steps: 
1. The spectral feature vectors are extracted from speech frames 250 ms long with 50% of 
overlap. The frame length was set through several trial and error processes. It could be 
surprising that the chosen length (250ms) is significantly longer than that usually used for 
phoneme-based speech applications as observed by Apolloni et al. [AAE00] “affective 
acoustic parameters are characterized by a lower rate of variability in time than linguistic 
ones”.  
2. The spectral feature vectors obtained from the first, second and third part of a given 
utterance are separately averaged, i.e., the centroids of corresponding spectral feature 
vectors are computed.   All three utterance parts have the same length. The purpose of 
dividing utterances into parts was to include temporal information in the final feature 
vector. The centroids are computed as follows: 
 
퐱푚푗 =
∑ 퐱푛푗훼2푛=훼1
⌊푁3⌋
, 푗 = 1, 2, 3.                                                                          (2.1)   
Where xmj  is the j-th mean feature vector (centroid) of j-th utterance’s part, N is the number of 
extracted spectral feature vectors, 훼1 = ⌊(푗−1)푁3 ⌋ and  훼2 = ⌊푗푁3 ⌋ − 1. 
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The final spectral feature vector xsp is obtained by concatenating the three centroids:  
퐱sp = [퐱푚1 , 퐱푚2 , 퐱푚3 ]퐓                               (2.2) 
For prosodic and voice quality features, the SFFS algorithm was exploited in order to 
identify features that showed the maximum capability of discriminating within couples of 
emotions (we shall refer to this as emotion coupling). The SFFS algorithm was applied 
separately on the prosodic-voice quality features and the spectral features.  
 
 
Figure 2.4: The principle of Temporal Mean Vector Method for feature reduction. 
The advantage of the SFFS algorithm is that it identifies the best features according to 
their classification accuracy by using an arbitrary classifier. In own experiments, a GMM 
classifier (with one Gaussian per class) was used both for feature selection via the SFFS 
algorithm and for the overall validation of the proposed vocal emotion recognition algorithm. 
Thus, it could be stated that the features were chosen with a high level of reliability since each 
GMM classifier used in the final proposed system has already found its optimal features 
through the SFFS algorithm. The features that showed the best performance in distinguishing 
within couples of emotions are reported in Table 2.4. 
2.2.4 Classification 
The proposed classifier uses two classification techniques fused together in two 
classification steps as illustrated in Figure 2.6.  
The first step (Figure 2.5) is used to train each sub-classifier D (i) to distinguish within 
couples of emotions. The likelihoods output by each classifier are then multiplied by each other. 
The final decision about the classes scores   ℵ휔, ℵ휔′  is made according to the following formula 
ℵ휔 = { 1 for     푃(휔⏐⏐퐱sp)푃(휔⏐⏐퐱pv) > 푃(휔
′⏐⏐퐱sp)푃(휔′⏐⏐퐱pv)0 for     푃(휔⏐⏐퐱sp)푃(휔⏐⏐퐱pv) < 푃(휔′⏐⏐퐱sp)푃(휔′⏐⏐퐱pv) ,                                       (2.3) 
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where  P(ω|x) is the posterior density distribution of the emotion category 휔 and 퐱sp, 퐱pv  are 
spectral and prosodic-voice quality feature vectors respectively.   
 
Figure 2.5: The fusion of prosodic-voice quality and spectral feature vectors. 
 
The GMM parameters (mean vector and covariance matrix) were estimated using 
Estimation-Maximization (EM) algorithm initialized using the k-means clustering algorithm. 
Only one Gaussian was used to model each emotion category.  This applies to all GMM used in 
the classification scheme. 
The second step uses a simple perceptron with 6 neurons (one for each emotion).  
 The neurons have a linear transfer function described by 
푦휔 = ∑ℵ푖휔
푁
푖=1
, 푁 = 6.                                                                                 (2.4) 
 
2.2.5 Results 
The proposed algorithm was validated using the leave-one-speaker-out validation 
technique. The classification rates within couples of emotions are reported in Table 2.6. The 
final confusion matrix is shown in Table 2.7 and the average classification rate was 60.7%. 
Figure 2.7 illustrates the differences in accuracy between the automatic and human subjective 
classification. The correlation between them is high (the normalized correlation here is R=0.79) 
even though the proposed system performs better for all the emotions except irony.  
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Figure 2.6: Proposed classifier based on emotion coupling. 
Table 2.6: Cross-emotion recognition within couples of emotions (average classification rate: 76.4 %). 
 Anger Fear Happiness Irony Sadness Surprise average 
Anger - 73 70 76 84 77 76 
Fear 71 - 72 87 76 68 75 
Happiness 73 74 - 76 73 72 74 
Irony 74 85 78 - 79 84 80 
Sadness 89 80 77 81 - 85 83 
Surprise 71 62 66 76 73 - 70 
 
 
Figure 2.7: Classification performance achieved by the proposed system and by human subjects. 
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Table 2.7:  The final confusion matrix for the six emotions under examination (average classification 
rate: 60.7 %). 
 Anger Fear Happiness Irony Sadness Surprise 
Anger 70 6 6 12 6 0 
Fear 9 58 9 9 12 3 
Happiness 12 6 58 3 15 6 
Irony 12 0 15 58 9 6 
Sadness 0 6 12 3 76 3 
Surprise 12 14 12 3 15 44 
 
2.2.6 Summary 
       In this section, a new approach was proposed for automatic speaker-independent vocal 
emotion recognition validated by using the COST 2102 Italian database of emotional speech. 
The proposed system is mainly based on a new classifier consisting of the fusion of a simple 
perceptron and fifteen GMM classifiers designed to distinguish within couples of emotions 
under examination. The optimal spectral, prosodic and voice quality features that showed high 
discriminative power were chosen by using the SFFS algorithm. 
The mean classification rate of the presented system is 60.7% with a significant improvement of 
20.7% with respect to the baseline result (40%) obtained with an automatic system previously 
proposed in section that had provided the best classification results on the BDES database 
used as benchmark in recent literature. The obtained results are slightly better than those 
achieved by human subjects (56.5% on average) even though there is a high correlation (R = 
0.79) among them. In the light of above results, it is difficult to answer why the presented 
system performed better than human subjects, since the difference in terms of classification 
accuracy among them is not significant. The results reported in this section were published in 
[Ata+09]. 
 
3. Emotion recognition from spontaneous speech 
This section presents the speech databases used in developing the system for emotion 
recognition from spontaneous speech. These databases were collected from different call centers 
in Europe in cooperation with Czech company Retia.  
The collected data are based on extracts (short utterances) from dual-channel agent-client 
phone call records obtained from real call centers, mostly focusing on costumers’ support 
services. The collaborating call centers which are based in nine countries: Czech Republic, 
Slovakia, Poland, Russia, Germany, England, Spain, Italy and France, provided us with raw 
speech records of corresponding languages. For each language, speech extracts were selected and 
subsequently labeled according to this format: em_g_o_sp_la_abcdef.wav, where em is the 
emotion identifier, g is the speaker’s gender, o is the speaker’s age,  sp is the speaker’s ID, la is 
the language ID and abcdef are the results of the subjective evaluation. For example, speech 
record “an_m_30_09_ru_7001002.wav” was labeled as anger; the speaker is Russian male aged 
30 identified in the database by number 09.  7 listeners out of 10 agreed that the speaker 
expressed anger, 1 listener marked this utterance as neutral and 2 listeners marked it as other 
emotion.    
All speech records are stored in PCM *.wav format with a sampling rate of 8 kHz and 16 
bit quantization.    
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3.1 Regression based emotion recognition from Slavic speech 
This experiment was carried out in time when only speech of Slavic languages was 
available. However, the results can be generalized for all available databases. The aim of this 
experiment is to propose an algorithm for emotion recognition with the capability of mapping 
the output emotion into two-dimensional space of emotions. The results reported in this section 
were published in [ASE12]. 
3.1.1 Feature extraction 
Feature extraction process is done as follows: 
1- Speech signal is segmented into frames of 32ms with 50% overlap. 
2- Features in Table 3.1 are extracted from each frame. 
3- High-level characteristics are computed from segmental features obtained from the 
previous step. 
4- High-level characteristics are concatenated into the final feature vector used for training. 
Beside the features listed in Table 3.1, the first and second differences (∆, ∆∆) of these 
features were also considered.  
 
Table 3.1: List of features for emotion recognition from Slavic speech. 
Feature Abbrev.  Number of 
coefficients 
Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients MFCC 20 
Human Factor Cepstral Coefficients HFCC 20 
Linear Frequency Cepstral Coefficients LFCC 20 
MEL Bank Spectral Coefficients MELBS 20 
Human Factor Bank Spectral Coefficients HFBS 20 
Linear Frequency Bank Spectral. Coefficients LFBS 20 
Perceptual Linear Predictive 1 PLP1 21 
Perceptual Linear Predictive 2 PLP2 21 
Perceptual Linear Predictive 3 PLP3 21 
Perceptual Linear Predictive 4 PLP4 11 
4Hz Modulation Energy 4HzME 1 
Mel Spectrum Modulation Energy MSME 1 
Fundamental frequency F0 1 
Formant frequencies Fx 5 
Formant Bandwidths Bx 5 
Harmonicity H 1 
Temporal Energy TE 1 
Teager Energy Operator TEO 1 
Zero Crossing Ratio ZCR 1 
 
The total number of features 휉all extracted from each utterance is computed as follows 
 휉all = 휉coef휉high휉wave = 211 . 34 .3 = 21522                                                     (7.1) 
 
 
Where 휉coef is the total number of feature coefficients,  휉high is the number of high-level 
characteristics and 휉wave is the number of feature waveforms (one original and two differences) 
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Table 3.2: List of suprasegmental (high-level) features extracted from segmental features for emotion 
recognition from Slavic speech. 
Basic characteristics mean, median, standard deviation, maximum, minimum, range, slope 
Positional 
characteristics 
position of maximum, position of minimum 
Relative 
characteristics 
relative standard deviation, relative range, relative maximum, relative minimum, 
relative position of maximum, relative position of minimum 
moments kurtosis, skewness, Pearson’s skewness coefficient, 5th  moment, 6th moment 
Regression 
characteristics 
linear regression coefficient, linear regression error 
percentiles 1%, 5%, 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, 60%, 70%, 80%, 90%, 95% and 99% percentile 
 
3.1.2 Feature selection 
The feature selection process depends on the regression algorithm used. However, for all 
regression techniques the minimum Redundancy Maximum Relevance (mRMR) algorithm is 
employed in order to reduce the number of features from 21522 to 200. As it will be shown in 
the next section, one of the regression techniques is combined with a forward feature selection. 
 
3.1.3 Regression 
Several regression algorithms were tested in order to identify the best one among them. The 
considered algorithms are the following 
1. Feedforward neural network with one input, two hidden and one output layers (ANN). 
2. Support vector regression with linear kernel (SVR-LK) 
3. Support vector regression with radial basis kernel (SVR-RBF) 
4. Support vector regression with radial basis kernel combined with feature forward 
selection (SVR-RBF-FS). 
 
The speech corpus was split into three parts, where 80% of this corpus was used for 
training, 10% for validation and 10% for testing. The mean absolute errors for all regression 
techniques are reported in Table 3.3, where the maximum possible error for each emotion is 10, 
which corresponds to the number of listeners who were involved in the subjective evaluation 
process for Czech, Polish and Russian. The subjective evaluation results for Slovakian language 
were doubled in order to have all emotions in the same scale. 
Table 3.3: Mean absolute errors for regression algorithms under examination. 
 anger happiness neutral sad surprise 
ANN 4.35 3.84 3.53 2.86 3.14 
SVR-LK 2.01 1.78 2.42 1.77 1.94 
SVR-RBF 1.93 1.69 2.30 1.69 1.81 
SVR-RBF-FS 1.10 0.87 1.79 0.86 1.05 
 
The results suggests that the support vector regression with radial basis kernel combined 
with feature forward selection (SVR-RBF-FS) gives the best result among the other algorithms. 
Hence, the next is devoted to give more details about SVR-RBF-FS method. The MAEs for all 
emotions using this method are shown in Figure 3.1.  
The regression is carried out as follows: First, as it was stated in the feature selection 
section, the mRMR algorithms is applied resulting in 200 features, these features are 
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subsequently filtered by using forward selection, the selection criteria is the Mean Absolute 
Error (MAE) defined as 
퐸mae = 1푀푁∑ ∑ |(푠푐푖 − 푦푐 )| ,                                                                (3.2)
푁−1
푖=0
푀
푐=1
 
 where: 
 M is the number of classes (emotions), M=5. 
 N is the number of patterns (speech stimuli) used for validation, N=280. 
 y is the output  of SVR, y = {푦1, 푦2, … , 푦푀 }. 푦 ∈ ℝ푀. 
 푠 is the vector of subjective evaluation results for the ith stimulus, 푠 ∈ ℕ푀. 
 
The forward feature selection is described in the following pseudocode 
SET 푍0 = ∅           //output feature group  
SET 푚 = 1             //feature index  
SET 퐽(0) = 0         //mean absolute  error function initialization   
SET 푁fs = 20         //number of iterations 
SET 푁f = 200         //number of features considered 
SET 푁 = 280       //number of feature vectors 
SET 푀 = 5         //number of classes (emotions) 
 
//the main cycle of  FS algorithm 
FOR m=0 TO 푁fs − 1      
 
     FOR n=1 TO 푁f           // adding features 
 
          FOR  i= TO 10      // 10-fold cross validation 
            //regression of the ith feature  vector   by using SVR-RBF    
                         푦푐 = 퐶(퐅푖(푍풎 ∪  푛)) 
         
                       퐸mae푛 = 1푀 ∑ | (푠푖 − 푦 ) |푀푐=1   //mean absolute  error  
 
           ENDFOR  // end of validation cycle 
 
    ENDFOR // end of feature adding cycle 
  푓+ = argmin  퐸mae푛      // find feature with minimal MAE  푍풎+ퟏ = 푍 ∪ 푓+          // add the selected feature to group Z 
 퐽(푚 + 1) = 퐸mae푓+        // update J 
 
ENDFOR   // end the main cycle of  FS algorithm 
 
 
 
3.1.4 Mapping emotions onto two-dimensional space 
The Majority of research work addressing emotion recognition from speech has focused on 
the classical approach to the task; the input speech signal is assigned to one class “emotion’ 
according to a certain classification criteria, for example, the logarithmic likelihood. This 
approach has one shortage; because the output of such systems is determined within discrete 
emotions whereas it is proved that human emotional states are characterized by a high level of 
variability [Pic00]. Moreover, it is impossible to build a speech database that covers all human 
emotional states. 
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Figure 3.1: Mean Absolute errors for SVR-RBF-FS algorithm. 
 
Some studies suggested approaches that estimate the activation and valence values of 
speech emotions. Such systems are basically trained using emotional corpora  labeled for this 
purpose, where the listeners are asked to guess the position of each stimulus under examination 
in the two dimensional emotional space defined by the activation and valence axes [Osg57]. 
However, this kind of labeling is more time consuming and requires experts or people with a 
special training.    
In fact, most speech emotional databases proposed so far consider only a certain number of 
emotions. For example, BDES database contains speech stimuli of seven emotional states: 
Anger, boredom, fear, happiness, disgust and neutral. 
In the light of remarked above, it is obvious that an approach where discrete classes 
(emotions) are used to estimate the activation and valence values can be very useful, because it 
combines the simplicity of constructing emotional databases of discrete emotions with the 
advantages of the continues representation of emotions. 
In the next a new approach called skeleton is presented for mapping discrete emotion into 
two-dimensional space of emotions. Taking into account the current experiment with emotion 
recognition from Slavic speech, the skeleton approach works according to the procedure 
describe below.  
After identifying the optimal features, the regression is provided by using regression 
function C as following: the feature vector F is extracted from the input speech signal. After 
that, only optimal features 푍opt selected using the forward selection algorithm are considered.  
y = 퐶(퐅(푍opt))                                                                                    (3.1) 
Ratios 푑푖푗 defined as (3.2) are computed for all possible pairs of emotional states, these 
ratios determine the positions of points 푏푖푗 in the two dimensional emotional space. These 
points are always located on the connecting lines between what is called “fixed points”. For 
example, 푏13 is located between anger and neutral and 푏25 is located between happiness and 
sadness.        
푑푖푗 = 푦푖푦푖 + 푦푗 ,                                                                                         (3.2) 
in case of 푦푖 = 푦푗 = 0, 푑푖푗is not considered. 
0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5 5.5
-1
0
1
2
3
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The fixed points represent the positions of emotions considered in the experiment; these 
positions were set according to the activation-valence theory proposed in [MR74]. The fixed 
point coordinates are shown in Table 3.4. 
 
Table 3.4: The coordinators of fixed points. 
 Valence (V) Activation (A) 
Anger -1 1 
Happiness 1 1 
Neutral 0 0 
Sadness -1 -1 
Surprise 0 1 
 
For emotions i,j the coordinates  of  푏푖푗  are computed as  
푏푖푗 = (1 − 푑푖푗)(푉푗, 퐴푗) + 푑푖푗(푉푖, 퐴푖),                                                            (7.3) 
where 푉푗,퐴푗, 푉푖, 퐴푖 are the valence and activation values of fixed points j and i respectively. 
Finally, the centorid of 푏푖푗  points is computed, this centroid determines the position of the 
input speech emotion in the two-dimensional space.   
 
 
Figure 3.2: Two-dimensional emotional space with fixed and b points. 
 
As an example, suppose that the regression algorithm returned vector 푦 = {6,0,2,2,0 }. As 
it was mentioned before, this vector contains the outputs for each emotion in the following 
order: anger, happiness, neutral, sadness and surprise. The ratio 푑13 between anger and neutral 
is computed as  
푑13 = 푦1푦1 + 푦3 =
6
6 + 2 = 0.75                                                                   (7.4)    
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The remaining ratios are computed analogously:  
d12=d15=d35=d45=1, d13=d14=0.75, d23=d24=0, d34=0.5,  d25 is not considered. 
Now the aim is to find the position of b13 according to (7.3) 
푏13 = (1 − 0.75)(0,0) − 0.75(−1,1) = (−0.75,0.75)                                          (7.5) 
Again, the remaining points are taken analogously: 
b12=(-1,1), b13=(-0.75,0.75), b14=(-1,0.5), b15=(-1,1), b23=(0,0), b24=(-1,-1), b34=(-0.5,-0.5), 
b35=(0,0),  b45=(-1,-1)  
The emotion position is then determined by getting the centroid of points bij, which is (-
0.694, 0.083), this means that the input speech has high negative valence and low positive 
activation. 
The secondary evaluation was carried out by 5 listeners, who labeled a small corpus of 50 
emotional speech utterances according to activation-valence protocol. These listeners were asked 
to guess the position of speakers’ emotional states from 50 utterances. The same utterances were 
analyzed by the proposed algorithm and the results of subjective evaluation and automatic 
recognition were compared in terms of MAE. The mean absolute errors for valence and 
activation obtained by the two-dimensional approach are reported in Table 3.5. The maximum 
possible error here is 2, which the difference between the minimum (-1) and maximum (+1) 
values of valence and activation. 
 
Table 3.5: Mean absolute errors for both valence and activation using skeleton approach. 
Valence 0.37 
Activation 0.39 
 
As a practical example, Figure 3.3 illustrates the results of emotional analysis over client-
operator phone call; the first column illustrates the two-dimensional emotional space of each 
channel whereas the second column represents the activation and valence values in time domain. 
The big advantage of the two-dimensional representation is that it gives a very good overview of 
the speaker’s emotions distribution within the utterance as well as the intensities of these 
emotions. However, the basic form of such interpretation doesn’t contain any temporal 
information, that is, it is not possible to define when a concrete emotion occurs. This limitation 
can be avoided by displaying the activation and valence in time (like the right column of Figure 
3.3) or by using a three-dimensional interpretation, where the third dimension is time. 
 
3.1.5 Summary 
In this section, a new approach for automatic recognition of emotional expressions from 
spontaneous Slavic speech was proposed; this approach is based on Support vector regression 
with radial basis function combined with forward selection of features. Moreover, a new method 
for the mapping of discrete emotions into continuous two-dimensional space was presented. The 
results of experiments made are promising; the SVR-RBF-FS yielded remarkably good 
performance for all emotions, where the MAE was 1.134±0.381.  
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Figure 3.3: Results of emotional analysis over client-operator phone call. 
 
3.2 Multilingual system for emotion recognition from spontaneous speech 
obtained from call centers 
The aim of this section is to propose a global system for emotion recognition using all 
languages available in MSDES. 
3.2.1 Adaptation of Speech database 
As it was mentioned above, Multilingual Spontaneous Database of Emotional Speech is 
employed in this section. However, only utterances which achieved 80% score in subjective 
evaluation tests were considered. This is due to the fact that comparing to the previous 
experiment which employed a regression technique the approach presented in this section will 
be a classification task. The following notices should be mentioned before the system 
description. 
• The fear state was discarded due to the lack of sufficient speech with this emotion and 
moreover, since the emotion recognition system will be used in call centers which focus 
on telemarketing and customer care services, there was no interest in this emotion.  
• It was found that the surprise state can’t be considered as an independent state, 
because speakers can express surprise in both positive and negative way. Thus it will be 
processed independently.  
• The anger and happiness classes were split into two classes; one with low activation 
level and one with high activation level. The anger with low activation level can 
approximately represent annoy emotional state where as the low level happiness 
represents the please emotion. 
The numbers of utterances used in further experiments for each state are reported in Table 3.6. 
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Table 3.6: Number of utterances used for emotion recognition using MSDES. 
Neutral Anger L Anger H Happ. L Happ. H Sadness Surprise 
M F M F M F M F M F M F M F 
286 269 127 93 150 158 118 126 55 92 102 155 107 102 
 
3.2.2 Preprocessing and feature extraction 
The telephone records in call centers usually have two channels, where the first channel 
contains the speech of the agent whereas the second channel contains client’s speech. These 
channels are processed separately. Each channel is segmented into supersegments with length 
of 4.096 seconds (32768 samples for sampling frequency 8kHz) with 50% overlap. The length of 
the supersegment satisfies the condition of using FFT in further feature extraction and is close 
to the average length of training samples in MSDES. Moreover, this length is neither too short 
to not capture the speaker’s emotional state nor too long to reduce the systems temporal 
resolution. Each supersegment is subsequently segmented into 64ms long segments with 50% 
overlap.  
ACW and LPCC features didn’t show any significant discrimination power within 
emotions for both acted and spontaneous databases and thus they will not be considered in the 
following experiments. Moreover, despite that Wavelet Decomposition WADE showed a good 
performance in terms of distinguishing between emotional states. It was decided to discard 
them as well due to their computational complexity. The features considered for emotion 
recognition using MSDES are reported in Table 3.7. 
Table 3.7: List of features used for emotion recognition using MSDES. 
Feature Abbreviation Number of coefficents 
Mel Freq. Cepstral Coefficients MFCC 20 
Human Factor Cepstral Coefficients HFCC 20 
Linear Frequency Cepstral Coefficients LFCC 20 
Perceptual Linear Predictive 1 PLP1 21 
Perceptual Linear Predictive 2 PLP2 21 
Perceptual Linear Predictive 3 PLP3 21 
Perceptual Linear Predictive 4  PLP4 11 
MEL Bank Spectral Coefficients MELBS 20 
Human Factor Bank Spectral Coefficients HFBS 20 
Linear Frequency Bank Spectral Coefficients LFBS 20 
Linear Predictive Coefficients LPC 10 
Mel Spectral Modulation Energy MSME 1 
4Hz Modulation Energy 4HzME 1 
Spectral Features SF 5 
Fundamental frequency F0 1 
Formant frequencies Fx 5 
Formant Bandwidths Bx 5 
Harmonicity H 1 
Temporal Energy TE 1 
Teager Energy Operator  TEO 1 
Zero Crossing Ratio ZCR 1 
Total  225 
 
 
 
3.2.3 General classifier 
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First, the classification task is approached in a classical manner, which means that several 
classifiers are employed with segmental, suprasegmental features and the fusion of both types 
of these feature representations. 
Two methods for fusing segmental and suprasegmental features are proposed (Figure 3.4) 
1. Fusion on feature level: The fusion is applied aiming to create a single feature vector 
from both segmental and suprasegmental features. In this case, both vectors were 
concatenated in order to get the final feature vector. 
2. Fusion on classifier level: Two different classifiers are used to classify segmental and 
suprasegmental feature vectors. This approach was previously presented in section 6.2. 
The output scores of each classifier are multiplied analogously to Figure 6.5. More on 
combining pattern classifiers can be found in [Kun04]. 
 
Figure 3.4: Two possible ways of fusing segmental and suprasegmental features. Fusion on feature level 
(a) and fusion on classifier level (b). 
 
Table 3.8 contains the results of different classifiers and feature selection methods for 
suprasegmental features whereas Table 3.9 reports the results for segmental features. The 
classification accuracies obtained by fusing both types of features are shown in Table 3.10. 
Table 3.8: Weighted Classification accuracies using suprasegmental features. 
 SVM-RBF SVM-linear GMM DT 
mRMR (50) 60.26 55.54 55.65 51.65 
mRMR+SFFS 62.45 59.26 56.28 54.48 
mRMR+FS 61.25 55.54 55.65 53.34 
mRMR+BS 61.57 55.75 56.35 54.68 
 
Table 3.9: Weighted Classification accuracies using segmental features. 
 SVM-RBF SVM-linear GMM DT 
TMV 61.04 57.41 56.78 52.62 
PCA 49.41 45.30 46.13 44.60 
k-means 51.74 49.31 54.35 50.05 
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Table 3.10: Classification results for different types of fusion of segmental and suprasegmental 
features. 
Fusion level Segmental Suprasegmental Result (%) 
Feature level TMV+SVM-RBF mRMR+SFFS+SVM-RBF 63.178 
Classifier level TMV+SVM-RBF mRMR+SFFS+SVM-RBF 59.632 
 
Results in tables 3.8 and 3.9 suggests that support vector machines classifier with features 
selected by combining mRMR and SFFS algorithm gives best classification accuracy (62.45%) 
for suprasegmental features. Regarding segmental features, the best result is achieved by 
applying Temporal Mean Vector (TMV) for feature reduction and again, SVM-RBF classifier 
shows the best performance.  
The fusion results reported in Table 3.10 indicate that there is a slight improvement when 
the feature vectors are fused on feature level. On the other hand, the fusion on classifier level 
yields decreasing the classification accuracy comparing to the case when only suprasegmental 
features are used.    
 
3.2.4 Gender-dependent system 
According to relevant literature and own experiments it is proven that gender-dependent 
approach to the recognition of vocal emotions can deliver better classification accuracy 
comparing to gender-independent approach. Hence, this section reports the results of emotion 
recognition for both male and female speakers. 
Table 3.11: Weighted Classification accuracies for male speakers using suprasegmental 
features. 
 SVM-RBF SVM-linear GMM DT 
mRMR (50) 63.24 59.54 59.11 54.63 
mRMR+SFFS 66.71 61.88 60.28 58.42 
mRMR+FS 66.71 61.01 60.28 60.39 
mRMR+BS 65.63 61.55 61.635 61.28 
 
Table 3.12: Weighted Classification accuracies for male speakers using segmental features. 
 SVM-RBF SVM-linear GMM DT 
TMV 62.0449 61.54 61.78 58.62 
PCA 49.41 50.68 52.13 47.60 
k-means 51.74 49.31 54.35 50.05 
 
Table 3.13: Classification results for different types of fusion of segmental and suprasegmental 
features for male speakers. 
Fusion level Segmental Suprasegmental Result (%) 
Feature level TMV+SVM-RBF mRMR+SFFS+SVM-RBF 67.42 
Classifier level TMV+SVM-RBF mRMR+SFFS+SVM-RBF 67.86 
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Table 3.14: Classification accuracies for female speakers using suprasegmental features. 
 SVM-RBF SVM-linear GMM DT 
mRMR (50) 57.14 55.84 56.20 56.91 
mRMR+SFFS 59.65 59.12 58.36 56.49 
mRMR+FS 58.17 59.30 58.07 54.33 
mRMR+BS 59.31 59.55 58.18 58.40 
 
Table 3.15: Classification accuracies for female speakers using segmental features. 
 SVM-RBF SVM-linear GMM DT 
TMV 55.14 54.57 53.48 50.98 
PCA 41.46 38.42 38.83 38.30 
k-means 51.5 47.3 47.71 44.63 
 
Table 3.16: Classification results for different types of fusion of segmental and suprasegmental 
features for female speakers. 
Fusion level Segmental Suprasegmental Result (%) 
Feature level TMV+SVM-RBF mRMR+SFFS+SVM-RBF 59.90 
Classifier level TMV+SVM-RBF mRMR+SFFS+SVM-RBF 59.13 
 
For gender-dependent approach, the results reported in Tables 3.11 to 3.16 proves that the 
combination of mRMR and SFFS algorithms for feature selection and SVM-RBF classifier 
works best for both male and female speakers. The fusion of segmental and suprasegmental 
features didn’t reveal any significant improvement comparing to the case when only 
suprasegmental features are used. Thus it was decided to discard segmental features in further 
experiments.   
3.2.5 Emotion coupling  
Despite that this approach was validated on acted speech only with GMM classifiers, an 
arbitrary classifier can be used as a classification element in this approach. The first task then 
is to find the best classification element for emotion coupling that best fits MSDES. Table 3.17 
reports results of four different classifiers using suprasegmental features and mRMR for feature 
selection. The results suggest that SVM-RBF classifier works best for emotion coupling. The 
confusion matrices for SVM-RBF with mRMR and SVM-RBF with mRMR+SFFS are reported 
in Tables 3.18 and 3.19 respectively. 
Table 3.17: Classification accuracies for different classification elements of emotion coupling 
approach. 
SVM-RBF SVM-Linear GMM DT 
61.8096 59. 6999 56.9509 55.6570 
 
Table 3.18: Confusion matrix for emotion coupling using SVM-RBF with mRMR (average 
classification accuracy: 61.8096%) 
 Anger L Anger H Happiness H Happiness L Neutral Sadness 
Anger L 57.7778 24.4444 6.1111 1.1111 7.7778 2.7778 
Anger H 10.4530 81.5331 4.5296 0 3.4843 0 
Happiness H 8.3929 7.5893 47.5893 0.4464 27.9464 8.0357 
Happiness L 13.4211 5.7895 13.6842 45.5263 20.2632 1.3158 
Neutral 5.2252 1.4414 4.5045 0.1802 82.1622 6.4865 
Sadness 4.9751 0.9950 5.4478 0 32.3134 56.2687 
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Table 3.19: Confusion matrix for emotion coupling using SVM-RBF with mRMR (average 
classification accuracy: 67.4135%). 
 Anger L Anger H Happiness H Happiness L Neutral Sadness 
Anger L 64.4444 21.1111 3.3333 0 8.8889 2.2222 
Anger H 10.4530 83.6237 2.0906 0 3.4843 0.3484 
Happiness H 10.6250 5.3571 56.0714 0 18.1250 9.8214 
Happiness L 7.1053 7.1053 11.5789 56.3158 17.8947 0 
Neutral 5.7658 1.0811 6.6667 0 79.2793 7.2072 
Sadness 7.9602 0.4975 5.9453 0 20.8507 64.7463 
 
3.2.6 Fusion of all systems 
Outputs from all classifiers namely general, emotion coupling and gender-dependent are 
fused using one layer perceptron with 50 neurons. The outputs of the fusion layer are connected 
to the two-dimensional mapping layer except the surprise which is, as it was stated before, 
processed independently. The final confusion matrix obtained by fusing all systems is reported 
in Table 3.20 and the comparison of results for several feature extraction, reduction and 
classification techniques for MSDES are summarized in Figure 3.5. The block scheme of the 
complex classification system is illustrated in figure 3.6. 
 
 
Figure 3.5: Comparison of results for several feature extraction, reduction and classification techniques 
for MSDES.  
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Figure 3.6: Block scheme of proposed system for emotion recognition form MSDES. 
 
Table 3.20: Final confusion matrix obtained after fusing all classifiers (average classification accuracy 
74.16%). 
 Anger L Anger H Happiness L Happiness H Neutral Sadness 
Anger L 76 8 2 2 5 7 
Anger H 6 76 2 14 0 2 
Happiness L 7 3 73 10 7 0 
Happiness H 2 13 4 70 4 2 
Neutral 4 0 4 4 78 10 
Sadness 9 3 4 2 10 72 
 
 
3.2.7 Mapping emotions into two-dimensional space 
The last step within the proposed system is the mapping of fused outputs of all employed 
classifiers into the two-dimensional emotional space.  
1. Skeleton method: This previously introduced method was tested with the following 
fixed points 
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Table 3.21: Proposed fixed points of skeleton approach for MSDES. 
 Valence (V) Activation (A) 
Anger L -1 1 
Anger H -0.5 0.5 
Happiness L 1 1 
Happiness H 0.5 0.5 
Neutral 0 0 
Sadness -1 -1 
 
2. Neural network approach: This approach requires training patterns subjectively 
evaluated according to the active-valence protocol. The same set of training data used 
for the evaluation of method presented in section was employed. However, it should be 
stated that this small set includes only Czech utterances. 
The results of two-dimensional mapping in terms of mean absolute errors for both skeleton and 
neural network approaches are reported in Table 3.22. 
Table 3.22: Evaluation of different approach for two-dimensional mapping in terms of MAE. 
 Skeleton approach 2D trained ANN 
MAE for valance 0.42 0.21 
MAE for activation  0.40 0.26 
 
3.2.8 Detection of surprise state 
The detection of surprise state is carried out by using SVM classifier with linear function, 
as it showed the best classification performance among other classifiers.  For each 
supersegment, this classifier is applied, if the classifier output exceeds a certain threshold, then 
surprise is registered beside the original emotion. Figure 4.1 illustrates ROC curves of several 
classifiers for the detection of surprise state whereas the detailed results of these classifiers are 
reported in Table 3.23. 
 
Figure 4.1: ROC curves of different classifiers for the detection of surprise state. 
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Table 3.23: Results of surprise detection for several classifiers. 
 SVM-RBF SVM-linear NBC DT 
Weighted accuracy 81.11% 83.51% 77.26% 81.25% 
Unweighted accuracy 70.67% 75.07% 75.09% 73.54% 
Precision 92.61% 92.79% 79.63% 89.72% 
Recall 83.57% 85.97% 88.40% 85.56% 
F-measure 87.86% 89.25% 83.79% 87.59% 
Matthews correlation 0.47 0.54 0.46 0.49% 
 
3.2.9 Comparison of own system with relevant systems in literature 
I believe that it is not possible to make a fair comparison of systems for emotion 
recognition when different speech databases are used. This is due to the variability in the 
number of emotions and their type, number of speakers, the matter of speech (clean/noisy) and 
the authenticity of emotional content. Despite of this, a brief comparison of own system with 
systems proposed in literature for emotion recognition in the domain of call centers are 
reported in Table 3.24.  
 
Table 3.24: Comparison of own system with systems reported in literature. 
System Emotions Feature 
extraction 
Feature 
reduction 
Classification Best result 
[YP07] (2) Neutral 
and anger 
Mean and 
standard 
deviation from 
F0, TE,MFCC 
SFFS Straightforward by 
k-NN or SVM 
86.5% by SVM 
[Yac+03] (2) Neural 
and anger 
Several High-level 
from  
F0, TE, and 
temporal features 
FS Straightforward by 
k-NN, ANN, SVM 
and DT 
91% by SVM 
[VS11] (4) Neutral, 
nervous, 
querulous and 
other. 
Several High-level 
from F0, MFCC, 
TE, SF 
 
None SVM 54% 
[Lau+11] (3) Irritation, 
Resignation 
and Neutral 
F0, formants, 
TE, speech rate 
Brutal force and 
FS 
LDA 61.3% 
[CD11] (2) anger and 
neutral 
F0, ZCR, MFCC, 
TE 
None SVM 85.3% 
Own system (7) see Table 
7.16  
See Table  mRMR+SFFS Complex 
architecture  
74.16% and 
89.25% for 
surprise  
 
The comparison reported in previous Table reveals that high classification accuracy of 
spontaneous emotions in the domain of call centers are performed with high accuracy when 
only two emotional states (anger and neutral) are considered. However, own approach works 
with 6 different emotional states. In case that only two states namely high anger and neutral 
are taken into account from the six reported in Table 3.22, then the proposed system 
outperforms approaches presented in [Yac+03, CD11, YP07], giving classification accuracy of 
97.5%. The systems presented in [Lau+11, VS11] works with 3 and 4 emotional states 
respectively. Again, the proposed system significantly outperforms these mentioned systems. 
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3.2.10 Discussion  
The results of straightforward classification presented by the usage of general classifier 
were not satisfactory. The best classification accuracy was achieved by combining segmental 
features reduced by applying TMV and suprasegmental features selected by mRMR and SFFS 
algorithm and SVM-RBF as a classifier, the classification accuracy for six emotional states 
under examination was 63.178%. It is also worth mentioning that the combination of both 
types of features improved the classification accuracy only by less than 1%. Considering the 
mentioned facts, it was necessary to find more sophisticated system to improve the 
performance. Hence, gender-dependent approach was tested; this approach showed 
improvement with classification accuracy of 67.86% for male speakers and 59.90% for female 
speakers.     
Emotion coupling approach showed an excellent performance in terms of vocal emotion 
recognition from acted speech, thus it was tested on spontaneous speech as well. Results 
presented in section 7.3.5 suggested that emotion coupling approach can improve the 
classification accuracy by 5% comparing to general classifier. The best result was achieved for 
SVM-RBF as a classification element.  
The next step was to fuse all systems mentioned above using one layer perceptron with 50 
neurons. The fusion of system ensemble resulted in a significant improvement in terms of 
classification accuracy, giving an average result of 74.16% for six emotional states. The surprise 
state was detected independently by applying SVM with linear kernel function. This approach 
achieved F-measure of 89.25%. 
The results of fusing network can be mapped into continuous two-dimensional space of 
emotions. This operation was carried by two approaches: the first one was based on the 
skeleton method previously proposed in section 7.2 and the second one was based on ANN. The 
second approach gave better results in terms of MAE. However, it was tested only on Czech 
utterances labeled with respect to the activation-valence protocol described in section 7.2. 
The general, gender-dependent and emotion coupling systems were trained by using 
utterances of all languages available in MSDES. This represents a drawback since it is known 
that emotion expression is language dependent. However, it was not possible to eliminate this 
drawback by creating independently trained models for each language since the number of 
training patterns was not sufficient. Nevertheless, the tests of the proposed system on the 
commercial level showed satisfactory results for all languages.  One of the possible solutions for 
this issue is to adapt the system on the level of two-dimensional mapping by using different 
skeleton models for each language or by training the ANN using a subset of emotional 
utterances labeled with respect to the activation-valence protocol. 
The aim of the research proposed in this chapter [AS14] is to investigate the possibility of 
using dialogue features obtained from agent-client conversations to automatically identify 
successful phone calls in call centers. This can be very handy to spot the unsuccessful sessions 
within the large database of recorded telephone calls and can help the supervisors of call 
centers to figure out mistakes made by their agents. The basic block scheme of the proposed 
approach is illustrated in Figure 4.1and the next sections are devoted to presenting each block 
in details. 
4. Analysis of spoken dialogue 
The aim of the research proposed in this chapter [AS14] is to investigate the possibility of 
using dialogue features obtained from agent-client conversations to automatically identify 
successful phone calls in call centers. This can be very handy to spot the unsuccessful sessions 
within the large database of recorded telephone calls and can help the supervisors of call 
centers to figure out mistakes made by their agents. The basic block scheme of the proposed 
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approach is illustrated in Figure 4.1 and the next sections are devoted to presenting each block 
in details. 
 
 
Figure 4.1: Basic block scheme of presented approach for successful call identification. 
 
4.1 Description of speech corpus 
The speech corpus used in experiments contains 48 dual-channel agent-client call records 
obtained from call centers in the Czech Republic. The basic characteristics of this corpus are 
reported in Table 4.1. It is worth mentioning that there is no statistical difference between the 
duration average values of successful and unsuccessful calls (p=0.29). 
Table 4.1: Basic characteristics of speech corpus, the average duration of records and their standard 
deviation are in seconds. 
Unsuccessful calls Successful calls 
 duration  duration 
Count average std Count average std 
29 243 253 19 341 297 
 
In spite of the easiness of determining which phone calls are successful or not even for a 
non-expert listener, a domain expert who worked as a supervisor in a Czech call center was 
asked to label the corpus. Phone calls from telemarketing domain were labeled as successful if 
the agent was able to sell a product to the client or convinced him to start using a certain 
service. The phone call was also considered successful when the agent was able to answer all 
clients’ questions about a certain product or service which led the client to seriously think 
about buying the product or to start using the service in the future. Regarding calls from 
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costumers’ support services domain, the phone call was considered as successful when the agent 
was able to answer all costumers’ questions and queries.  All telephone records were then 
subjected to manual labeling in order to identify speech, silence and filled pauses periods. The 
outputs of the labeling process are called voice activity indicators.  
 
4.2 Feature extraction 
Four steps are defined within the process of feature extraction, these steps are 
4.2.1 Extraction of voice activity indicators 
In this step, the voice activity indicators are extracted either from the label file of each phone 
record or an automatic voice activity detector can be used to extract them. In our previous 
work [Mic+10], we proposed voice activity detection algorithm for the highly fluctuant 
recording conditions of call centers.  
 
4.2.2 Extraction of voice activity cues  
This step involves the extraction of four different cues which are: 
• Hesitations: silence periods or filled pauses that occur within the voice activity 
waveform in one direction that are not followed by voice activity in the other direction. 
• Reactions (or turn takings):  A reaction is registered when uninterrupted voice 
activity in one direction is followed by voice activity in the other direction.  
• Interruptions (or overlaps): An interruption is registered when voice activity occurs 
simultaneously in both channels. The cues mentioned above are graphically illustrated 
on Figures 4.2. 
• Cumulative voice activity (CVA): this cue is proposed as a simple indicator of 
voice activity distribution over time. The formula that describes CVA is as follows 
푐푣푎[푛] = ∑푣푎푑[푖]푛
푛
푖=0
.  푛 = 0,1,2, … , 푁;  푖 =  0,1,2… , 푛.                        (9.1) 
              Where vad[i] is the ith sample of the voice activity indicator with length of N.  
 
4.2.3 Extraction of voice activity parameters 
 
For all cues mentioned above except CVA, two vectors are constructed: one contains the 
position where the cue occurs and the second contains the length of the cue.  For example, if 
three hesitations were registered in one direction, then the position vector and length vector 
might look like 
Hp = (64000, 328000, 562000), 
HL = (4000, 8000, 2500). 
For sampling frequency 8 kHz, it means the first hesitation occurred at sample 64000 (8th 
second) with length of 4000 samples (0.5 seconds). 
 
4.2.4 Extraction of voice activity features 
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Statistical features are computed from vectors extracted in previous step and from CVA 
as well, these features are subsequently concatenated into the final feature vector used for 
training.  
The result of feature extraction process is a vector of 490 statistical features extracted 
from both channels. For better understanding, the numbers of statistical features extracted 
from each cue/parameter are given in Table 4.2.  
After obtaining voice activity features, SFFS algorithm was exploited in order to identify 
features that showed the maximum capability of discriminating between features representing 
successful and unsuccessful phone calls.   
 
Table 4.2: The number of statistical features extracted from each cue/parameter. 
Cue Parameter No. statistical features 
Hesitations Position vector 35 
 Length vector 35 
Interruptions Position vector 35 
 Length vector 35 
Reactions Position vector 35 
 Length vector 35 
CVA - 35 
Total for one channel 245 
Total for two channels 490 
 
4.3 Experiment results 
After extracting features and identifying those with most discriminative power for each 
classifier, leave-one-out validation is performed in order to assess the performance of these 
classifiers. Because our two classes (successful and unsuccessful phone calls) are not equally 
distributed, different evaluation measurements are reported, namely weighted accuracy, 
unweighted accuracy, precision, recall, F-measure and Matthews correlation. Moreover, ROC 
curves of each classifier are shown in Figure 4.3. 
The experiment results reported in Table 4.3 shows that SVM classifier with linear 
function performed the best in terms of precision. However, this classifier evinced low recall 
comparing to NBC and SVM-RBF. The last mentioned classifier had, beside NBC, perfect 
(100%) recall rate. Nonetheless, SVM-RBF showed the lowest precision among all classifiers. 
Since both recall and precision are considered as important factors, the F-measure was selected 
as a criterion for classifier selection as this measurement takes into accounts both recall and 
precision. In terms of this criterion, NBC classifier performed the best with F-measure of 96%. 
Table 4.4 contains features selected using SFFS for NBC. These features are reported in 
descending order from the most relevant to the least relevant. It is worth mentioning here that 
first four features were selected within SFFS as most relevant for all classifiers under 
examination.  
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Figure 4.2: Illustration of agent’s and client’s voice activity indicators (up) and the corresponding 
cumulative voice activity cues (down). 
 
 
Figure 4.3: ROC curves of each classifier. 
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Further investigation of selected features revealed some interesting findings such as: 
• For successful phone calls, the average minimum value of  clients’ CVA is approximately 
5 times higher comparing to unsuccessful phone calls (p<0.01). This feature indicates 
that in successful calls the clients are more active in terms of voice activity.  
• The second most relevant feature for detecting successful calls is the minimum position 
of Agents’ reaction. This feature simply refers to the time needed by the agents to make 
their first reaction within the phone call. The results showed that this feature is about 3 
times higher for unsuccessful phone calls comparing to successful ones  (p<0.01).   
• The agent’s variability of CVA represented by the standard deviation is about 2.5 times 
higher for successful calls (p<0.05). 
• The minimum length of clients’ reaction in successful calls is about 2 times higher 
comparing to unsuccessful calls (p<0.05). 
 
Table 4.3: Experiment results in terms of different evaluation measurements. 
 SVM-RBF SVM-linear NBC DT 
Weighted accuracy 84.21% 92.10% 94.74% 89.47% 
Unweighted accuracy   78.58%    92.26% 92.86% 90.18% 
Precision 80% 95.65% 92.31% 95.45% 
Recall 100% 91.67% 100% 87.50% 
F-measure 88.89% 93.62% 96% 91.30% 
Matthews correlation 0.68 0.834 0.8895 0.79 
 
Table 4.4: Most significant dialogue features. 
Cue Direction Parameter Feature 
CVA Client - minimum 
Reaction Agent Position minimum 
Interruption Agent Length 10% percentile 
CVA Agent - Standard deviation 
Hesitation Client Length 20% percentile 
Hesitation Client Position Relative maximum 
Interruption Client Position Slope 
Reaction Client Length Minimum 
Hesitation Client Position 20% percentile 
 
5 Conclusions 
Emotion recognition from speech was a hot topic for researchers in the last decade. 
Hundreds of papers have been published so far on this topic proposing different approaches for 
vocal emotion recognition. Most of these papers presented results of experiments on acted 
speech, only a small fraction of the research was devoted to emotion recognition from 
spontaneous speech and very little attention has been given to emotion recognition from phone 
calls in call centers. 
Regarding emotion recognition from acted speech, a new speaker independent procedure 
for classifying vocal expressions from Berlin Database of Emotional speech was proposed. The 
procedure is based on the splitting up of the emotion recognition process into two steps. In the 
first step, a combination of selected acoustic features is used to classify six emotions through a 
Bayesian Gaussian Mixture Model classifier (GMM). The two emotions that obtained the 
highest likelihood scores are selected for further processing in order to discriminate between 
them. For this purpose, a unique set of high-level acoustic features was identified using the 
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Sequential Floating Forward Selection (SFFS) algorithm, and a GMM was used to separate 
between each couple of emotion. The mean classification rate is 81% with an improvement of 
6% with respect to the most recent results obtained on the same database (75%).  
Another new speaker-independent approach was introduced to the classification of emotional 
vocal expressions by using the COST 2102 Italian database of emotional speech which contains 
utterances of 6 basic emotional states: happiness, sarcasm/irony, fear, anger, surprise, and 
sadness. The proposed system was able to classify the emotions under examination with 60.7% 
accuracy by using a hierarchical structure consisting of a Perceptron and fifteen GMM trained 
to distinguish within each pair (couple) of emotions under examination. The best features in 
terms of high discriminative power were identified among a large number of spectral, prosodic 
and voice quality features.  The results were compared with the subjective evaluation of the 
stimuli provided by human subjects.  
The high-level features showed excellent discriminative power in terms of distinguishing 
between emotional states and therefore one section of this thesis was devoted to the analysis of 
these features. Results showed that the best high-level features in terms of high discriminative 
power strongly differ among the databases considered on the first hand and among the 
emotions within each database on the second hand. The second part of this thesis was devoted 
to emotion recognition using multilingual databases of spontaneous emotional speech, which is 
based on telephone records obtained from real call centers. The knowledge gained from 
experiments with emotion recognition from acted speech was exploited to design a new 
approach for classifying seven emotional states and mapping emotions into two dimensional 
space. The core of the proposed approach is complex classification architecture based on the 
fusion of different systems namely general, emotion coupling and gender dependent. The fusion 
of all systems achieved classification accuracy of 74.16% for six emotional states: High level 
anger, low level anger, high level happiness, neutral and sadness. The surprise state was 
detected separately because speakers can express surprise in both positive and negative way. 
The detection of surprise was carried out with high accuracy showing F-measure of 89.25% by 
using SVM with linear kernel.  
The proposed emotion recognition engine is implemented in commercial system of Retia 
Company called ReDat [Ret], which proves its usability in real-life applications. Moreover, to 
our best knowledge, it is the first emotion recognition system exploited commercially for 
emotional analysis of calls in call centers. The system was also patented. 
Finally, a new method was proposed to automatic identification of successful phone calls in call 
centers exploiting dialogue features. This approach can be very useful to spot the unsuccessful 
sessions within the large database of recorded telephone calls and can help the supervisors of 
call centers to figure out mistakes made by their agents. The features used for decision making 
are extracted from four cues namely hesitation, reaction, interruption and cumulative voice 
activity. The results achieved suggested that these features have a strong discriminative power 
in terms of classification between successful and unsuccessful phone calls showing F-measure of 
96% by using Naïve Bayesian Classifier. All experiments presented in this thesis were carried 
out by using own tool called Hila 
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ABSTRAKT 
Dizertační práce se zabývá rozpoznáním emočního stavu mluvčích z řečového signálu. 
Práce je rozdělena do dvou hlavních častí, první část popisuju navržené metody pro rozpoznání 
emočního stavu z hraných databází. V rámci této části jsou představeny výsledky rozpoznání 
použitím dvou různých databází s různými jazyky. Hlavními přínosy této části je detailní 
analýza rozsáhlé škály různých příznaků získaných z řečového signálu, návrh nových 
klasifikačních architektur jako je například „emoční párování“ a návrh nové metody pro 
mapování diskrétních emočních stavů do dvou dimenzionálního prostoru. Druhá část se zabývá 
rozpoznáním emočních stavů z databáze spontánní řeči, která byla získána ze záznamů hovorů 
z reálných call center. Poznatky z analýzy a návrhu metod rozpoznání z hrané řeči byly využity 
pro návrh nového systému pro rozpoznání sedmi spontánních emočních stavů. Jádrem 
navrženého přístupu je komplexní klasifikační architektura založena na fúzi různých systémů. 
Práce se dále zabývá vlivem emočního stavu mluvčího na úspěšnosti rozpoznání pohlaví a 
návrhem systému pro automatickou detekci úspěšných hovorů v call centrech na základě 
analýzy parametrů dialogu mezi účastníky telefonních hovorů.  
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ABSTRACT 
Doctoral thesis deals with emotion recognition from speech signals. The thesis is divided 
into two main parts; the first part describes proposed approaches for emotion recognition using 
two different multilingual databases of acted emotional speech. The main contributions of this 
part are detailed analysis of a big set of acoustic features, new classification schemes for vocal 
emotion recognition such as “emotion coupling” and new method for mapping discrete emotions 
into two-dimensional space. The second part of this thesis is devoted to emotion recognition 
using multilingual databases of spontaneous emotional speech, which is based on telephone 
records obtained from real call centers. The knowledge gained from experiments with emotion 
recognition from acted speech was exploited to design a new approach for classifying seven 
emotional states. The core of the proposed approach is a complex classification architecture 
based on the fusion of different systems. The thesis also examines the influence of speaker’s 
emotional state on gender recognition performance and proposes system for automatic 
identification of successful phone calls in call center by means of dialogue features. 
KEYWORDS 
Emotion recognition, speech signal, classification, spectral features, perceptual features, voice 
quality features, spontaneous speech, dialogue analysis, call center, complex classification 
architectures, fusion 
 
